
RK SPORT STREETFIRE BODY KIT INSTALL NOTES 
 
PREP: 
 
1, Remove the following items on the vehicle, front headlamps and corner lamps right and left. 
 
2, Partially remove the carpeting form the trunk, exposing the two (10mm) bolts on the side of the car that 
attach the rear fascia. 
 
OEM REMOVAL: 
 
1, Remove the stock front end, four push tabs that attach to the front impact bar, and the 4 bolts (two to 
each side) that attach the front fascia to the front fenders 
 
2, Remove the rear fascia, four attaching bolt accessed through the trunk, two per side (10mm) 
 
3, Remove any OEM applied door strikes or trim. 
 
OEM MODIFICATION: 
 
1, The front impact bar’s plastic crust material must be modified in a manner that allows it to clear the new 
front end.  Identify the steel beam behind the black plastic crush.  Remove the crush material from the 
bottom of the beam, up to one half the way from the top.  The over all depth of the crush material will 
additionally have to be modified to allow the new front bumper to fit correctly. 
 
2, The rear bumper crush modification will also follow the same procedures as the front. 
 
3, We also recommend painting any portion of the bumper that may be visible with black spray paint. 
 
BODY KIT INSTALL: 
 
1, Install the front bumper by attach the four front push connectors, and then position the front fascia and 
bolt through the fascia, and secure. 
 
2, Install the rear bumper, using the two factory holes, with the hardware provided. 
 
3, Install the rocker panels by taking extreme car to thoroughly clean the portions of the vehicle that will 
come into contact with the supplied tape.   
 
Dry fit panel to car to identify proper fitment, use making tape as necessary to identify, door and sill 
locations. 
 
Use self-tapping one-inch screws to secure door panel into place on inner fender wells. 
 
Use two of the supplied screw to attaché rocker panel into the vehicles wheel well, attaching the upper 
screw first and then slightly kicking the bottom away from the vehicle to assure there is no gap, along the 
tapeline. 
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